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Bella Rossi may be nearing thirty, but her life is just starting to get interesting. When her Italian-turned-Texan parents hand over the family
wedding planning business, Bella is determined not to let them down. She quickly books a "Boot Scoot'n" wedding that would make any
Texan proud. There's only one catch--she's a country music numbskull because her family only listens to Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin.
Where will she find a DJ on such short notice who knows his Alan Jackson from his Keith Urban? When a misunderstanding leads her to the
DJ (and man) of her dreams, things start falling into place. But with a family like hers, nothing is guaranteed. Can the perfect Texan wedding
survive a pizza-making uncle with mob ties, an aunt who is a lawsuit waiting to happen, and a massive delivery of 80 cowboy boots? And will
Bella ever get to plan her own wedding? Book one in the Weddings by Bella series, Fools Rush In is fun, fresh, and full of surprises. Readers
will love the flavorful combination of Italian and Tex-Mex, and the hilarity that ensues when cultures clash.
Spend the New Year in the arms of a handsome billionaire with these reissued powerful and passionate stories by USA TODAY bestselling
Harlequin Presents authors! The Billionaire's Dark Secret by Carol Marinelli Zakahr Belenki has clawed his way out of Russia's gutters to
seek revenge on the family that abandoned him. All that stands in his way is his new secretary, Lavinia. Her flirtatiousness, refreshing
honesty and passion for her job make Zakahr's conscience—and desire—waver…momentarily… The Billionaire's Prisoner in Paradise by Trish
Morey Merciless Daniel Caruana will do anything to prevent his sister marrying his nemesis! It just so happens that her wedding planner is
the groom's sister, Sophie Turner. Daniel will have Sophie exactly where he wants her—trapped on his private island and willing in his bed!
The Billionaire's Convenient Wife by Helen Bianchin Chef Lara needs cash fast—her business partner has duped her and her beloved
restaurant is in crisis. Wolfe Alexander needs to marry to meet the terms of his late father's will, and when beautiful Lara begs him for money,
he sees his opportunity—he'll help if she'll be his convenient wife!
Provides a convenient and unique look at fashion and costume literature and how it has developed historically. Discusses subjects from jeans
to wedding dresses.
Desperately wanting to have a father in her life, twelve-year-old Willa finds the perfect match for her hardworking mother via her handsome
English teacher, but when it appears to Willa that her mother is moving too slow for her own good, Willa decides to take action into her own
hands in order to make the necessary magic happen.
Contemporary weddings in the United States can be extravagant, highly ritualized, and costly affairs. From the intricate details of the wedding
dress, to the painstaking selection of flowers, to the festively-packaged favors offered to guests, they are often the culmination of months of
fastidious planning and preparations. In Something Old, Something Bold, sociologist Beth Montemurro takes a fresh look at the wedding
process, offering a perspective not likely to be found in the slew of planning books and magazines readily available to the modern bride.
Focusing on two events - bachelorette parties and bridal showers - Montemurro draws upon years of ethnographic research and interviews to
explore what these prenuptial events mean to women participants and what they tell us about the complexity and ambiguity of gender roles.
The innovation of the bachelorette party - a celebration of the bride-to-be's premarital sexual identity - and the addition of men to the
domestically oriented shower have often been thought to indicate gender convergence and a more progressive attitude toward power
relations between men and women. But, Montemurro suggests that this is not always the case. her friends and family, who present elaborate
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and exaggerated scenarios that demonstrate both what she is sacrificing and what she is gaining. Ultimately, Montemurro argues, prenuptial
rituals contribute to the stabilization of gender inequalities - that American society at the turn of the twenty-first century is still very much
married to tradition and traditional conceptions of masculinity and femininity.
From shooting formal family portraits in a dimly lit church to capturing lively candids at a bustling reception, this valuable reference presents
100 tips for handling the process from start to finish—choosing the best equipment, capturing the best moments on film, and enhancing and
presenting them afterwards. Numerous professionals offer valuable advice for digital wedding photography, giving technical guidance on
lighting, exposure and metering, and color management, as well as ideas for scouting locations, dealing with nervous brides, and
photographing large groups. Ample time is spent on the many aspects of posing and lighting—for both formal and informal situations—with an
eye toward enhancing the efficiency of the shoot and the natural beauty of the resulting images.
Presents a series of lists on all things nuptial which feature such examples as ten famous proposals, twelve weird weddings laws, seventeen
reasons why men get married, and six things the bridal industry doesn't want couples to know.
Welcome to Australia... where the sun is hot and the men are even hotter! This anthology collection features only the most rugged men from
Down Under, so treat yourself to 12 scorching stories that will transport you to the never-ending blue skies of Australia.

Jo Gartin's WeddingsAn Inspiring Guide for the Stylish BrideRodale
Cincinnati Wedding provides everything an engaged couple needs to know about planning a wedding in Cincinnati USA, including
the region’s most comprehensive guide to reception venues, gown galleries showcasing the latest trends in bridal wear and
countless ideas direct from real life, local weddings.
FIVE FULL-LENGTH ROM-COMS IN ONE GLORIOUS COLLECTION! From the author of the 100,000 copy-selling rom-com,
Love to Hate You and the smash-hit Truly, Madly, Like Me! No one makes you laugh like Jo Watson! Not Just a Holiday Romance
brings together five of Jo's best-loved full-length rom-coms in one gloriously escapist, laugh-out-loud collection, and also features a
20,000 word bonus novella to find out what happened next to Lilly, Annie, Jane, Stormy and Val!* Burning Moon Chase your
dreams. Dance under the stars. Fall in love at the festival of Burning Moon. Almost a Bride The best way to get over an ex? Go on
an adventure - and have the time of your life. Finding You Book a flight. Take a chance. And lose your heart when you least expect
it. After the Rain She believes in Fate. He believes in logic. But this unexpected journey could change everything... The Great ExScape Two broken hearts. Ten way to get over an ex. Let the adventure begin. Buy Jo's uplifting new rom-com, Truly, Madly, Like
Me, now! One reader says, 'if you pick up one read this summer, make it this one'! Just search: 9781472265555 *Previously
available only to Jo's newsletter subscribers! And don't miss Jo's other funny, romantic hit rom-coms - Love to Hate You, Love
You, Love You Not and You, Me, Forever. 'The perfect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'A brilliant read
from beginning to end' Hopeless Romantics 'Sitting here open mouthed in disbelief at just how wonderful this book is' Rachel's
Random Reads
A wedding planner draws on her experiences planning celebrity nuptials to offer suggestions for every element of a wedding, from
invitations and finishing bargain wedding dresses to bouquet arrangements and cake decorations.
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For all those who imagine escaping to a château and living the dream . . . to find that even dreams can have their complications.
Steph, Jo and Meredith have been friends since school. Their lives have all taken very different paths across the years, but when
Meredith buys a romantic château in an idyllic village in the Dordogne she finds she can’t do it alone – so who better to enlist for
help than her two old friends? Together they hope to bring the château back to life and create the most romantic wedding venue in
France. And it seems that the nearby village of Bratenac has much more to offer than sun, wine and delicious French food when a
handsome chef and his equally charming son, a vigneron from New Zealand, not to mention the local ladies’ luncheon club and a
British bulldog named Nelly all join the party. Friends and lovers, old and new, come together and fall apart in deepest France,
culminating in a very special château wedding. Funny, uplifting and poignant, this is Maeve Haran, bestselling author of The Greek
Holiday, at her very best.
Creating a dream wedding requires imagination, energy, and enough experience to make certain that things run smoothly. Yet,
few couples can anticipate all of the intricacies of planning such an unforgettable event. Robbi Ernest III, the man who literally
pioneered and organized the modern profession of wedding consulting, has gathered advice from hundreds of wedding experts to
provide essential tips for creating a perfect wedding.
The wedding of the season! Events manager Sylvie Smith is organizing a glittering fund-raising event: a wedding show in a stately
home. She has even been roped into pretending to be a bride… a bride who's five months pregnant! The bride everyone is talking
about! It should be every girl's dream to design a wedding with no expense spared, but it's not Sylvie's. Longbourne Court was her
ancestral home, and she's just discovered that the new owner is Tom McFarlane—her baby's secret father. Now Tom's standing in
front of her, looking at her bump.…
Merciless Daniel Caruana will do anything to prevent his sister marrying his nemesis! It just so happens that her wedding planner
is the groom's sister—and in the flesh, despite her prim clothes, Miss Sophie Turner is very tempting. An eye for an eye, a sister for
a sister…. Daniel will have Sophie exactly where he wants her—with him on his private island and willing in his bed! But when Daniel
realizes that true love does exist, it's not just his sister who's in trouble….
From the earliest times, humans have enjoyed dining and entertainment with family and friends, from sharing a simple meal to an
extravagant feast for a special celebration. In this two-volume set, entries tell the history of wedding and religious customs,
holidays such as Thanksgiving and Christmas, and modern day get togethers such as block parties and Superbowl parties.
Providing a worldwide perspective on celebration, entries on topics such as Dim Sum, La Quinceanera Parties, Deepavali, and
Juneteenth cover many cultures. In addition, entries on Ancient Rome, Medieval entertaining, and others give an inside view as to
what entertaining was like during those times, should readers want to recreate these themes for school projects or club banquets.
Whether a student of history or world language class, or an adult planning a theme party, there is something in Entertaining from
Ancient Rome to the Super Bowl for everyone.
Your Personal Wedding Planner is a complete organizer for brides. With over 275 Money Saving Tips usually known only to
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wedding industry insiders, Your Personal Wedding Planner covers everything from attire to transportation. It includes a calendar,
wedding budget worksheet,12 month planner, day of itinerary, contact list, vendor negotiating tips, vendor interview questions,
honeymoon planning list, guest seating and gift planner, wedding day emergency kit list, and gift registry information.
Exquisite Weddings is a publication that understands a wedding should be as unforgettably unique as the couple getting married.
Our goal is to inspire brides, and within the pages of our magazine, we bring together a powerful ensemble of luxury experience,
engaging the dreamer and the romantic.
The perfect couple. The perfect French farmhouse. Plan A is the perfect life. But then there's Plan B... Critically acclaimed author
Emily Barr transports readers to the South of France for an emotional story of isolation and betrayal. Plan B will enthral fans of
Adele Parks and Lisa Jewell. 'Plan B is well written, with enough emotional ups and downs and plot twists to keep you reading until
the not-so-bitter end' - Observer Emma adores living in Brighton, but she loves Matt more. When he suggests they buy the perfect
farmhouse in the South of France, she reluctantly agrees, even though he continues commuting to London while she looks after
their daughter and the builders. But France is not the idyll he promised, and when she discovers the true reason he spends half his
time in London the foundations on which she's built her life start to crumble... What readers are saying about Plan B: 'Barr tells the
story with her usual eye for detail which is what I love about the way she writes' 'The most moving of all her books with characters I
loved so much I didn't want it to end' 'Fantastic book - couldn't put it down!'
This one colour, disposable Workbook is aimed at middle ability pupils in Year 7 and provides an ideal homework book so that
core pupil books don't need to be taken home. Ideal for use with New National Framework Mathematics or alongside any other
course throughout the year.
'A guide to weddings in Italy' has all the information you need to organise a wedding in Italy. It includes information about types of
weddings, Italian wedding traditions, Italian wedding proverbs, useful contact details, a notes section, and more....
Meryl Becker is living a mother's dream. The oldest of her three beautiful daughters, Meg, is engaged to a wonderful man from one
of the country's most prominent families. Of course, Meryl wants to give Meg the perfect wedding. Who wouldn't? But when her
two younger daughters, Amy and Jo, also become engaged to celebrated bachelors, Meryl has to admit that three weddings is
more than she and her husband, Hugh, can realistically afford. The solution? A triple wedding! At first, it's a tough sell to the girls,
and juggling three sets of future in-laws is a logistical nightmare. But when Hugh loses his teaching job, and Meryl's aging mother
suddenly moves in with them, a triple wedding is the only way to get all three sisters down the aisle. When the grand plan
becomes public, the onslaught of media attention adds to Meryl's mounting pressure. Suddenly, appearances are everything - and
she will do whatever it takes to keep the wedding on track as money gets tight, her mother starts acting nutty, and her own thirty
year marriage starts to unravel. In the weeks leading up to the nuptials, secrets are revealed, passions ignite, and surprising
revelations show Meryl and her daughters the true meaning of love, marriage and family. Jamie Brenner's The Wedding Sisters
invites readers to the most unpredictable wedding of the year.
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Wedding Planning and Management: Consultancy for Diverse Clients, 2nd Edition provides students, consultants, vendors,
scholars and engaged couples with a comprehensive introduction to the business of weddings. Looking through an event
management lens, this is the only book to thoroughly explore the fundamentals of weddings, including historical and cultural
foundations, practice, and the business of wedding planning in one volume. An emphasis on diversity, traditions from cultures
around the globe are integrated throughout with over 80 international case studies that inspire and set standards for best practice.
Since the first edition, there have been many changes in the business of weddings and this second edition has been updated in
the following ways: Updated content to reflect recent issues and trends in areas such as family dynamics, media influences,
impacts of technology, legislation and the global economy. Every chapter is updated with the most recent research, statistics,
vendor information and consultant guidelines. New international case studies explore current research, cultural traditions, vendor
relations and consulting best practice. New companion website for instructors that includes PowerPoint slides, case study
solutions, additional discussion ideas and assignments. The book is illustrated in full color and contains over 150 images by top
wedding photojournalist Rodney Bailey end-of-chapter checklists, practical scenarios and review questions to test readers'
knowledge as they progress. Maggie Daniels and Carrie Loveless bring a combination of over 40 years of industry practice and
teaching experience, and have written a book that is the ideal guide to successful wedding planning and management.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the
trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
The essential guide for freelance writers, now completely updated and revised. The Canadian Writer's Market is the authority on who
publishes what and how best to bring your work to their attention. It offers practical advice on everything from manuscript preparation to
copyright law, from information on pay rates to writers' workshops. This useful guide also includes comprehensive and up-to-date listings for:
consumer magazines; literary and scholarly journals; trade, business, and professional publications; daily newspapers; book publishers;
literary agents; awards, competitions, and grants; writers' organizations and support agencies; writers' workshops, courses, and retreats.
Planning a wedding can be a hugely expensive undertaking. However, it is often the imaginative details and individual finishing touches that
can make a wedding a truly memorable occasion. This beautifully presented book shows how to save money by making an elegant range of
wedding accessories, from floral decorations to table settings, napkins, favours and stationery. And as a bonus, the carefully made and
personalized pieces will become cherished mementoes. The fifteen projects are grouped into four sections: Flowers, Table Decorations,
Confetti and Favours, and Stationery. Each project has step-by-step instructions and the finished pieces are shown in sparkling photographs.
There are also variations to each project, showing different ways of adapting it to suit a personal style. The projects use a whole range of
different materials and cover a variety of techniques, all of which are clearly explained, from wiring flowers for buttonholes to simple sewing
techniques for napkins and tablecloths. For the bride-to-be (or groom!) or anyone close to the happy couple planning the perfect wedding, this
book is full of inspiration and practical advice for creating priceless wedding accessories.
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FATHER OF THE BRIDE Wade Mackey didn't know the first thing about planning a highfalutin wedding, which was why he hired Leah
Houston. The curvaceous consultant knew exactly how to appease his daughter and her soon-to-be groom. But working closely with the
refined Leah was suddenly arousing an uncontrollable desire in Wade to see just what was underneath those perfectly proper suits. Leah was
used to dealing with steely cowboys reluctant to give away their little girls. But while there were definite advantages to being around Myra Jo's
sexy single father, Leah had to keep reminding herself she was not interested in a lean, dark cowboy who never played for keeps. Unless she
could find a way to tame his wild side….
Plan a wedding celebration that has every guest saying "Wow!"—with these creative, surprisingly affordable flourishes from one of the most
sought-after wedding planners coordinators in the country The secrets of Vogue's preferred wedding planner are now available to brides
everywhere. Celebrities such as Brooke Shields, Courteney Cox-Arquette, Molly Shannon and Taye Diggs have turned to Love Luck and
Angels, Jo Gartin's events planning company, for twists on traditional invitations, unique celebrations and weddings that are anything but
stuffy. Now, this lifestyle planner to the stars has compiled the ultimate wedding guide, designed to help any bride make her fairytale come
true. Dozens of lush color photographs capture Gartin's signature style as she shows readers how to create beautiful bouquets, breathtaking
tabletops and thoughtful take-home treats. In Jo Gartin's Weddings, readers will: *Be invited into Jo's custom stationery portfolio as she
presents an array of her most-requested invitations *Accompany Jo as she joins with renown designer, Monique Lhuillier to present sought
after styling tips *Learn how to transform bargain wedding dresses into one-of-a-kind gowns that would stop Vera Wang in her tracks – for
under $500! *Discover fun ways to present and serve cocktails, hors d'oeurves, and sweet treats *Be seduced by to-die-for ideas for cake
decoration that won't break the bank. This must-have guide for every bride treats readers to a smorgasbord of personal touches and insider
secrets for a tiny fraction of Gartin's regular fee.
As I stood in the sunroom looking out the window, I thought I caught some movement in our backyard. I walked out onto the slate patio and
peered into the dimly lit shrubbery when suddenly a figure dressed in black from head to toe emerged pointing a gun—at me! I immediately
jerked both hands above my head. “Don’t shoot! Please don’t shoot,” I croaked. I could hear my own heart pounding in my ears. Our son,
Mike had come through the front door just minutes before. I had a million questions only he could answer. How had it all come to this? Never
in my wildest dreams—or nightmares—could I have imagined a SWAT team in my backyard. But I hadn’t imagined our son could become
addicted to drugs either. Even though I was a trained counselor, I hadn’t seen disaster coming under our own roof. As we stumbled through
the hell that surrounds addiction, my maternal instincts were driving me harder and harder to save Mike. I was consumed with fear as my well
intentioned efforts were enabling his addiction and prolonging the inevitable. How could I find the strength to let go? Who will help Mike now?
Will he find a special angel from his past to lead him out of this darkness? Will he win the battle to survive? Take a journey so real you will
feel the pain and the joy of every twist and turn in the road to recovery. “If you, or someone you care for, is struggling with drugs or alcohol,
Jo’s willingness to share her experience is both a blessing and a gift. I encourage you to take The Strength To Let Go home, find a quiet
place to read uninterrupted, and open this gift.” John V. G. Mayton, retired program administrator of the DART facility, Goldsboro, NC,
certified alcohol and drug counselor (CADC), and certified substance abuse counselor (CSAC).
A guide to the process of getting an agent to represent your book. Once you have found your literary agent, you will learn how to read
contracts and accept offers, as well as what details your agent will take care of.
Ditch the long guest list and enjoy a more intimate and meaningful wedding with this guide to accomplishing your grand wedding dreams on a
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smaller, more affordable scale. As more couples find that smaller weddings are more affordable, intimate, and meaningful, they’re ditching
the huge blowout receptions and opting for nontraditional nuptials with fewer than fifty guests. Whether it be the budget, the stress, or
something else altogether, more and more couples are turning to micro weddings to tie the knot. With a smaller crowd, the focus shifts from
“Is everyone having a good time?” to “This is the best day of my life!” Whether you want people to attend in person or will live stream the
event, The Everything Guide to Micro Weddings covers everything from décor hacks, venue hunting, and tips from how to cut costs to how to
gracefully tell the second cousin they’re not invited. So skip the large affair and say ‘I do’ to The Everything Guide to Micro Weddings—a
perfect match for those looking to make their big day, well, small.

Describes a range of wedding options, provides contact information for professional planners, includes a list of honeymoon
resorts, and explains the pros and cons of unusual and traditional ceremonies
Take a vacation at the most "killer" resort in Hawaii—Aloha Lagoon! Enjoy this beach-read boxed set of three, full-length cozy
mystery novels in the Aloha Lagoon Mysteries series by USA Today bestselling and award winning authors, including: Deadly
Bubbles in the Wine by Mary Jo Burke After Simone Ryan is stood up at the altar by her fiancé, Elliott, she decides to enjoy her
would-be honeymoon in paradise alone. She checks into the Aloha Lagoon Resort's bridal suite and promptly begins to drown her
sorrows in champagne. But when Elliott's body suddenly turns up at the resort, suddenly Simone finds herself not in the role of
newlywed but prime murder suspect! Mele Kalikimaka Murder by Aimee Gilchrist The only thing that Aloha Lagoon Resort
manager Charlotte Conner hates more than her employees working on "island time" is Christmas. It isn't just the over
commercialized tripe, but it's also the fact that once-upon-a-time her Christmas would-be wedding went up in spectacular flames.
But when her assistant turns up dead, it's up to her to hunt down the real murderer. Death of the Big Kahuna by Catherine Bruns
New to both Hawaii and the Aloha Lagoon Resort, Carrie Jorgenson has big dreams of stardom. But while she awaits fame and
fortune, she's forced to accept a job waitressing at the resort's The Loco Moco Café. It isn't long before she discovers the dish on
her new boss—also known to many as "The Big Kahuna." Hale Akamu is rich, handsome, repulsive...and dead. The Aloha Lagoon
Mysteries: Ukulele Murder (book #1) Murder on the Aloha Express (book #2) Deadly Wipeout (book #3) Deadly Bubbles in the
Wine (book #4) Mele Kalikimaka Murder (book #5) Death of the Big Kahuna (book #6) Ukulele Deadly (book #7) Bikinis &
Bloodshed (book #8) Death of the Kona Man (book #9) Lethal Tide (book #10) "If you like your mysteries on the fun side this is
definitely one for you." —Night Owl Reviews "Engaging and enjoyable...and the killer was a huge surprise!" —StoreyBook Reviews
About Aloha Lagoon: Welcome to Aloha Lagoon, one of Hawaii's hidden treasures. A little bit of tropical paradise nestled along the
coast of Kauai, this resort town boasts luxurious accommodation, friendly island atmosphere...and only a slightly higher than
normal murder rate. While mysterious circumstances may be the norm on our corner of the island, we're certain that our staff and
Lagoon natives will make your stay in Aloha Lagoon one you will never forget! visit us at alohalagoonmysteries.com
This is a groundbreaking study of our culture's obsession with weddings. By examining popular films, commercials, magazines,
advertising, television sitcoms and even children's toys, this book shows the pervasive influence of weddings in our culture and the
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important role they play in maintaining the romance of heterosexuality, the myth of white supremacy and the insatiable appetite of
consumer capitalism. It examines how the economics and marketing of weddings have replaced the religious and moral view of
marriage. This second edition includes many new and updated features including: full coverage of the wedding industrial complex;
gay marriage and its relationship to white weddings and heterosexuality and demographics shifts as to who is marrying whom and
why, nationally and internationally.
As times change, so does the etiquette of walking down the aisle. But, armed with knowledge of the right way to do everything
from talking to clergy to seating divorced parents, you can actually enjoy this day of days, and eliminate most of the stress. Laid
out in full detail are all the p’s and q’s of a correct wedding. As an added bonus, there is a special section on wedding customs
from around the world.
How to Plan a WeddingThis is truly unique. Unlike any other Wedding Planner you have seen.Even if :You have difficult familyYou
have little moneyYou have no organizational skillsYou are away from homeMy "Ultimate Wedding Planner" will eliminate your
headaches by providing you with a step-by-step system that painlessly and effectively counts your wedding planning down to your
Dream Wedding Day filling in all the details just one little piece at a time, and SAVING YOU A TON OF MONEY.Do you know the
most common wedding planning mistakes nearly 95% of all couples make when budgeting for their wedding? If you make these
same mistakes, it could end up costing you thousands of *extra* dollars!Do you know exactly how to save up to 67% on your
wedding photography?Do you know how to jump-start your reception so that every single guest is up dancing, laughing, and
having the best times in their lives?Do you know exactly how to plan a wedding, where to begin and how to start wedding planning
for your dream wedding?If not, you soon will!You'll also learn money saving tips at a fraction of the cost, and learn things that you
never even thought imaginable!You'll quickly discover some of the very best money saving tips, ideas, and resources that will save
you hundreds and thousands of dollars on your wedding. The day you get married will be a very special day for you and your
significant other. There is absolutely no reason to carry the burden of the wedding costs going to your honeymoon! The secret to
eliminate 99% of the standard Wedding planning hassles. (Pg. 24) How 80% of the Wedding Books in the Book Store will steer
you WRONG! (Pg. 23) The Big Mistake made by 85% of busy brides and the secret solution overlooked by all of them. (Pg. 23)
What your Wedding Coordinator does not want you to know. (Pg. 27) Where to find a FREE Wedding Coordinator. (Pg. 27) Who
to call for Wedding Insurance. (Pg. 45) How to keep your guests totally engaged while waiting in the Receiving Line. (Pg.71) How
to save up to 60% of your food and liquor costs. (Pgs. 75-76) What one decision will save you a bundle on bouquets, boutonnieres
and gift-giving? (Pg. 82) How you can save 20%-30% on your Invitations. (Pg. 107) How to save 70% on a Wedding Dress. (Pg.
119) Don't do THIS or your eyes will lose their sparkle. (Pg.125) A FREE Tuxedo for your Groom. (Pg. 136) Two decorative ideas
that can save you up to 40% on your flowers. (Pg. 154) One technique that can save you 50% off your Wedding Cake. (Pg. 168)
Where to find the best value in a photographer, and when. (Pg. 177) Forget to ask THIS and it could double your photo costs. (Pg.
180) How to get your Music for half-price. (Pgs. 190-191) Your Reception might get dull in a hurry if you forget to ask THIS. (Pg.
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194) What is the best insurance against a mind-altering brain tumor? (Pg. 215) Forget this item and your Wedding might begin a
half-hour late. (Pg. 229)Some of the very best Wedding Planners, Caterers, Florists, Bridal Boutiques, Photographers,
Videographers, DJs, Musicians, Decorators, Bakers, Budget Planners, and dozens of other Wedding Service Providers revealed
their closely guarded trade secrets to help me create a one-of-a-kind, how to plan a wedding, money-saving wedding planning
system that anyone can follow to create their own Wedding Dream Day.But, most important, I know where the skeletons are
buried. I will tell you the insider-secrets and techniques that most Wedding Service Professionals don't want you to know . And can
you blame them? They know that most Wedding Couples are so starry-eyed in love that they'll just go along with the bill, whatever
the price. So they say, why not jack it up? I'm hoping that YOU are smarter than that!Thanks for considering my Ultimate Wedding
Planner!Rickie Jo Carlson
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